NEW
CONCEPT
LOUVERS

the
PERFECT
match
At New Concept Louvers, we feel that gable vents should do more than just let the attic breathe. We think they should also enhance the exterior decor. So we introduced our unique flush mount design for a more attractive appearance. To ensure a perfect match with the siding, we use the exact same material that the siding manufacturers make for their siding trim. We can match any vinyl, steel, or aluminum siding, to assure the color compatibility you’ve been looking for. Each vent is crafted with pride in the United States and delivered promptly for installation.

Where else can you get stock vents that truly match your siding? It’s a new concept. So, naturally, we offer them. Choose from these stock shapes and sizes:

**Rect**

- 12" x 12"
- 12" x 18"
- 12" x 20"
- 14" x 24"
- 18" x 26"

**Found**

- 12" x 6"
- 16" x 8"

"The success of a business often depends on being able to do that little bit extra for the customer. Since we can perfectly match our product color and material through New Concept Louvers, we’re able to give our customers that little extra that puts us above the rest."

STEVE BURAK

ABC Seamless
Boise, Idaho

"Thank you for your prompt response to our needs for our project at the Marine Corps Air Station in Cherry Point, North Carolina. The problems we encountered prior to contacting New Concept Louvers seemed, at the time, to be unsolvable. Upon your involvement, you provided quick, efficient solutions which resulted in a superior and timely completed project. The government expressed a definite desire to utilize New Concept Louvers for future projects."

CHARLES COOK
Military Supply
Akron, Ohio

**Oct**

- 12" x 12"
- 18" x 18"
- 22" x 22"
- 24" x 24"
When you want a custom look or have special requirements, rely on us. The shapes and applications shown below are examples of our product.

"Since we made the switch to New Concept Louvers over four years ago, our service problems with gable vents have been eliminated. Our inventory control is also improved due to the timely shipment of our orders.

STEVE COSMANO
K-Designers
Salt Lake City, Utah

Choose from these popular shapes, or come up with your own. Whatever the shape, we can create it for you!

Matching the color of your siding is a snap with New Concept Louvers. Even if your siding material is masonry or stucco, with over 400 colors to choose from, you’re sure to find the color you’ve been looking for!
With our unique custom louvers, you can create a signature look that sets you apart from the crowd.

- Strong and durable
- Prolongs the life of your roof
- Wide variety of shapes and colors
- Never needs painting
- Prevents winter moisture buildup
- Designed for flush mount
- Includes J channel, recessed flange, or nailing fin, for easy installation
- Won’t get brittle or yellow with age
- Fast turnaround time
- PVC or baked-enamel finish
- Maintenance-free
- For use with vinyl, aluminum, steel, stucco, or brick
- Screened to keep pests out!
- Textured or smooth finish

New Concept Louvers, Inc.
P.O. Box 583, Springville, UT 84663
2940 South State Street, Springville, UT 84663
Toll-free: 1-800-635-6448
Fax: 1-801-489-0606
In Utah: 489-0614
www.newconceptlouvers.com